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S329 Manuscript Arts & Illumination
Syllabus

I. Brief History of Writing
   A. Part 1:
      Roman, Square Capitals, Rustic, Uncial,
      Half-Uncial, Insular Majuscule, Insular
      Minuscule
   B. Part 2:
      Carolingian minuscule, Northern &
      Southern Gothic, Batarde, Chancery
      Cursive, Humanist.

II. Techniques
   A. Versal Alphabet
   B. Filigree
   C. White vine
   D. Celtic
      1. History
      2. Basis: Insular majuscule
      3. Basic knots & patterns
      4. Knotted letters
      5. Borders
      6. Plants, animals, and people
      7. Carpet pages

III. Working on vellum
   A. History & background information
   B. Preparation of vellum
      1. Video on how vellum is made
      2. Preparation
      3. Stretching
   C. Painting on vellum

VI. Assignments
   A. Quizzes on the history of writing
      You will be expected to be able to identify
      basic styles and time frames of styles of
      writing.
   B. Exercises
      1. Versal letter with filigree
      2. White fine foliate letter
      3. Celtic designs
         a. Border
         b. Knotted letter
         c. Plants, animals, and people
   C. Illuminated letter
   D. Final project on vellum
   E. Exercise:
      Contemporary decorated letters, time per-
      mitting
V. Illumination: Working with gold
   A. Jewish flat gilding
      1. Examples: Jewish Ketubahs, contemporary uses
      2. Gum ammoniac recipe
   B. Traditional raised gilding using 15th century recipe
   C. Painting on vellum

V. Contemporary Approaches to the Decorated Letter
   A. Examples from a variety of contemporary juried exhibitions.

CALENDAR

Week 1  • History of Writing, Part 1
        • History of Writing, Part 2
Week 2  • Versals
        • Versal with filagree
Week 3  • White vine foliate and variations
        • Studio: white vine exercise
Week 4  • Celtic decoration: Borders
        • Celtic decoration: Knotted letters
Week 5  • Celtic decoration: Plants, Animals, and People
        • Studio: Celtic design
Week 6  • Preparation of vellum
        • Studio: Decorated letter on vellum
Week 7  • Jewish flat gilding: Preparation of gum ammoniac solution
        • Preparation of assis (size) for traditional raised gilding
        • Studio: Development of designs for gilding
Week 8  • Jewish flat gilding
        • Traditional raised gilding
Week 9  • Historical and contemporary examples of illumination and painting on vellum – Göttengen Model Book, St. John’s Bible, etc.
        • Painting on vellum
Week 10 • Studio: Combining gilding with painting on vellum
Week 11 • Studio: Combining gilding with painting on vellum
Week 12 • Contemporary calligraphy and illumination
        • Contemporary approaches to decorated letters – spatter techniques, embossing, cut-outs, etc.
Week 13 • Studio: Contemporary letters
Week 14 • More historical and contemporary examples
        • Final project: Combine, in a style of your choice, elements to create a decorated letter
        • Studio: Begin development of final project
Week 15 • Studio: Continue work on final project
FINAL  • Final project due